Positive correlation between the occurrence of chromosome breakage and the induction of point mutations associated with male recombination 31.1 MRF system of hybrid dysgenesis in Drosophila melanogaster.
One of the weak singed (snw) mutations, induced by the 31.1 MRF in the X-chromosome of a laboratory strain, is highly unstable, often changing to either a strong expression (snst) or reverting to wild type (sn+). The present study shows that the X-chromosome carrying the (snw) mutation and the X-chromosome carrying one of the snst alleles derived from the snw mutation generate different frequencies of deletions associated with the w locus. Moreover, they produce different frequencies of mutations associated with the w locus in males after the reintroduction of the 31.1 MRF second chromosome. The occurrence of the deletions and the induction of the mutations are positively correlated and increase when flies are raised at a higher temperature. These data indicate that the induction of the w mutations follows the generation of chromosome breaks in the w locus. The break-points of the recovered deletions occurred in specific sites in the 3C subdivision. Furthermore both snw and snst X-chromosomes induce different frequencies of non-disjunction in females depending on the culture temperature and the genetic background. The present data also show that the 23.5 MRF second chromosome which exhibits specific differences in its activities from the 31.1 MRF is unable to induce w mutations. This fact supports our previous indications that the 31.1 MRF and the 23.5 MRF are not identical.